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I thank Arne Heise for his commentary on my debate with Mark Pernecky and Paul Wojick
(Pernecky and Wojick, 2019, 2020; Thomas, 2020). Here, I offer a reply to some of its content.

Let me begin by saying where I agree with Heise and the initial contribution of Pernecky and
Wojick (P&W).
I ag ee ha Ke ne
i ing , hen compa ed o hose derived from Walrasian general
equilibrium (WGE) theorising, offer an alternative explanation of the functioning and
malfunctioning of economic systems. I agree also that these alternative explanations are
comprised of theoretical systems. And I agree that the economic systems whose behaviour they
seek to explain are important to our experience of the real world crudely put, it matters if a
person finds themself involuntarily unemployed and it matters to all of us if millions do. That is
one reason why an economist has a theoretical interest in explaining the workings of economic
systems. The theoretical systems so developed, however, are products of the ever-fallible human
imagination and ought not to be confused with the real world; P&W write, for instance, of a
heo ie di ec ela ion hip o eali (Pe neck and Wojick, 2019, p. 772). I
pec al o ha
e ag ee ha bo h Ke ne
em and WGE a e implified acco n of he o king of he eal
world; Heise (2021, p. 17), for instance, distinguishes conjectural knowledge from objective truth
and efe o he e i imili de of a heo e ical
em, he ea P&W cite approvingly János
Ko nai
ie ha an accep able heo m
de c ibe he eal o ld
mo e o le acc a el
(Pernecky and Wojick, 2019, p. 773).
And I agree that since our theories about the world may also inform our actions in the
world, then such theoretical systems also indirectly affect our experiences of the real world.
Ke ne , fo in ance, o e abo hi agenda of go e nmen (Ke ne , 2015A, p. 55) and ho
he idea of economi
and poli ical philo ophe , bo h hen he a e igh and hen he a e
ong, a e mo e po e f l han commonl nde ood (Ke ne , 2015B, p. 262). Mo memo abl ,
he wrote of the analogy bet een a ne pape bea
con e , he e eade a e a ked o g e
the readership's most favoured photographic beauty, and how professional investment may
involve anticipating what average opinion expects the average opinion to be (Keynes, 2015B, p.
211). P&W (2019) acknowledge all this by stressing how theoretical systems inform policy
prescriptions. Indeed, they go much further than that. They theorise that an economist may prefer
a particular theoretical system, not because they think it is the best that the human mind has so
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far conjectured, but because they have personally invested human capital in its development, or
been ained in he applica ion of i no
m , o if he hink i offe , ia o he , acce o highl regarded depa men , p e igio
jo nal , o p i ed ci cle of infl ence (Pe neck and
Wojick, 2019, p. 778-779); a beauty contest indeed. Heise (2021, p. 16, fn.12) similarly writes that
heo choice ma be ba ed pon ca ee pe pec i e .
Thus, I share a concern wherever the scientific pursuit of truth becomes distracted by
extra-scientific interests like personal fame, prestige, or position. As W.W. Bartley (1990) noted
in his prescient and compelling analysis of this issue, the objection is not to self-interested
behaviour, it is to the institutional frameworks that fail to channel it properly. Admittedly, in our
present age it may appear rather quaint and old-fashioned, but I prefer it when the Academy
channels its efforts toward the advancement of learning. Indeed, I think there is an important
distinction to be made here, one that is increasingly becoming central to an understanding of our
times, but one that P&W were unable to state clearly because of the Kuhnian philosophical
framework that supposedly informed their analysis (more on which later).
Consequently, I agree that these are all reasons why the critical comparison of alternative
theoretical systems ought to be of acute interest. Indeed, my own sense is that it was this idea
that the critical appraisal and comparison of theoretical systems is important that motivated
P&W (2019) to write their paper, just as I think it also motivated Keynes to develop his theoretical
system as an alternative to the orthodoxy of his times. I think we agree on all this. And I think that
we agree that the critical comparison of these theoretical systems is not going to be assisted by
an endenc o igno e, mi ep e en , mi in e p e , o mi an la e ke componen of Ke ne
theoretical system all charges that P&W (Pernecky and Wojick, 2019) explicitly levelled against
supporters of WGE-style theorising.
Moreover, I agree that P&W (Pernecky and Wojick, 2019) account of how such neglect,
misrepresentation, mistranslation, and misinterpretation is accomplished was insightful they
argued their case and supplied useful quotations and citations to illustrate it. All of this, I think, is
germane to understanding what Heise (2021, p. 16) de c ibe a he
mi concep ion of
Ke ne
idea a i ing f om Wal a ian distortions lo in an la ion ! . Finall , I ho ld like o
be clear that, contrary to the impression given by Heise (2021, p. 14) and possibly elsewhere, it
a hi ha I fo nd in igh f l and no P&W ppo ed e of K hn philo oph of cience in
the composition of their case. But overall, that is a long list of agreements. So where do we
disagree?
A principal difference may already be apparent from what I have written above I find no
need o men ion Thoma K hn philo oph of cience in di cussing these issues. Indeed, I see
no ea on o hink ha K hn philo oph of cience i
ppo i e o P&W case whatsoever. On
the contrary, if one subscribes to it, then the critical comparison of theoretical systems may
become rationally impossible because of the very philosophy of science one has adopted. Crudely
reiterated, this is because Kuhn (1996) formulated a philosophy of science in which the theoretical
systems of a science reside within a so-called pa adigm :
he en i e con ella ion of beliefs,
al e , echni e , and o on ha ed b membe of a gi en comm ni (K hn, 1996, p. 175)
and he a g ed ha al e na i e pa adigm a e incommen able (K hn, 1996, p.112): each
g o p e i o n pa adigm o a g e in ha pa adigm defence (K hn, 1996, p.94). Th ,
he
p oponen

of compe ing pa adigm p ac ice hei
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with each community having its own conceptual apparatus which applies its vocabulary to nature
in different ways (Kuhn, 1996, p. 149). Indeed, for Kuhn, where alternative paradigms exist
contemporaneously within a field of study, then that field of study barely constitutes a science at
all (Kuhn, 1996, pp. 4-5). So-called no mal cience i cha ac e i ed b a pa ic la cien ific
comm ni being engaged in pa adigm-ba ed e ea ch o p
le ol ing (K hn, 1996, II-IV),
for it cannot be characterised by the rational comparison of supposedly alternative paradigms
because, by Kuhnian lights, such paradigms are incommensurable.
To be clea , K hnian incommen abili
he efo e mean ha
he p oponen of
compe ing pa adigm m
fail o make comple e con ac i h each o he
ie poin (K hn,
1996, p. 148) and e en ha he e a e
incompa ible mode of comm ni life (K hn, 1996, p.
94). And it means that commensurability cannot be restored by comparing the absolute truth of
each comm ni
claim b mean of a ne al lang age of ob e a ion :
h like p oof i a
e m i h onl in a- heo e ic applica ion (K hn, 1996, p. 126; Kuhn, 1974A, p. 266).
K hn philo oph al o b ing i h i a pa ic la heo of a ionali ; namel , i flo onl
from commitment to a paradigm, from being able to show how decisions and judgments are
derived from, and justified by, the standards and values that it sets. It follows that a shift between
paradigms, a so-called cien ific e ol ion , canno i elf be a ional. K hn peak in ead of
pa adigm hif
ing e m like con e ion and compa e hem no o he making of a rational
deci ion, b
o a ge al
i ch (K hn, 1996, p. 150). And i i
h he claim ha hei
e plana ion m , in he final anal i , be p chological o ociological (K hn, 1974B, p. 21).
The e f ndamen al fea e of K hn philosophy, and how they contrast with an
al e na i e
ch a Ka l Poppe
c i ical a ionali m in hich a ionali in ol e he c i ical
exploration of what our theoretical systems imply, must be understood if his more startling and
alarming declarations are to make any real sense, which is probably why such declarations tend
to be wholly absent from P&W (Pe neck and Wojick, 2019) pape o Hei e (2021)
commen a . Ponde , fo in ance, hi gem: '
i i p eci el he abandonmen of c i ical
discourse tha ma k he an i ion o a cience (K hn, 1974B, p. 6).
Acco dingl , he e a e he ea on
h , follo ing man o he , I cla ified K hn
philo oph a a ociolog of kno ledge o e en a ociologi ing philo oph cha ac e i ed b
epi emological ela i i m (Thoma , 2020, p. 1417). A
ch, I a g ed ha i i no a philo oph
that one ought to adopt if one thinks that criticism is our only known method for the detection of
error. Cue instead my discussion of the fallibilist philosophy of critical rationalism, the nonjustificational use of deductive logic in argument and empirical scientific testing, and a vision of a
community gi en ha I ha e i en abo e le
no mi ake i fo he Academ
that is
genuinely interested in the critical discussion of its own theories, values, standards, assumptions,
and beliefs (Thomas, 2020). This is all very different to the Kuhnian account of science as the
making of commi men , o ha Poppe called he m h of he f ame o k (Poppe , 1994). A
Lakato (1974, p. 93) ob e ed: The cla h be een Poppe and K hn i no abo a me e
echnical poin in epi emolog . I conce n o cen al in ellec al al e .
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Th , adop ing K hn philo oph
ppo edl o info m he c i ical compa i on of o
theoretical systems, when that very philosophy presents the two systems as being paradigmbound, relativistic, and incommensurable, is hardly a viable basis for conducting such a
comparison. It is at worst a contradiction: the desired critical comparison is positively disabled by
he adop ion of K hn philo oph . O a be , i i a bi like co ing an o n goal in a ocia ion
football it positively enables others to say: We d
de a d
!Y
a
a adig i
incommensurable to ours only then to decla e
a
e i ! . And of course, given that P&W
move effortlessly between the supposedly incommensurate systems of Keynes and WGE,
showing where one supposed Kuhnian paradigm ignores, misinterprets, misrepresents, and
mistranslates the other, then the a e ob io l no in ac ali
b c ibing o K hn philo oph .
Unde K hn philo oph
ch an anal i
o ld e i e ome fo m of me a-paradigm that
renders the two systems commensurable, but P&W did not introduce one. What they did instead,
in the ec ion in hich he decla ed Ke ne
em o be pe io o ha of WGE (Pe neck
and Wojick, 2019, §3), was to resort implicitly to a pre-Kuhnian philosophy of science in which
knowledge is inductively derived from a supposedly pure empirical base (i.e., the neutral language
of observation that Kuhn thought non-existent). But obviously, that merely introduced a new
incon i enc o he con en of hei a g men ; namel , i
a no longe ba ed on K hn
philosophy of science.
All of this is the subject of discussion in Thomas (2020), but Heise (2021) makes no effort
to recount the details. This is unfortunate because it seems to me that he makes claims that are
similarly contradictory. For instance, Heise (2021, p. 13; p.13 fn. 6) criticises two economists for
failing
o eplace hei [Wal a ian] len e
hen ie ing Ke ne
heo e ical
em, hile
im l aneo l a ib ing hei fail e o hem
igno ing he p oblem of pa adigm
incommen abili . B if the problem of paradigm incommensurability is a genuine one, then
Keynes is only understandable to those two economists in terms of the problems, exemplar
achievements, language, and techniques of hei c
i
so-called Kuhnian paradigm. Thus,
what did Heise expect them to do? It seems to me that they acted in accordance with his very
principle of paradigm incommensurability. I am bewildered why so many economists seem to
think that paradigm incommensurability is a real problem, while simultaneously discussing it as if
it were not. Let us be consistent and simply accept that it is not.
B
incommen

e all , i i ne e
holl clea
ha
abili beca e he ha dl a emp o di c

Hei e mean b
he p oblem of
K hn philo oph . The ab ac and

introduction to his paper suggest that he in end o o k i h he no ion of
incommen able
paradigms in a Kuhnian nde anding (Hei e, 2021, p. 12, emphasis added), but unhelpfully
ha agenda i
if l je i oned; Hei e i e : To be
e: I do no kno
ha K hn mean b
incommen abili and he he he ook hi e m a
non mo
i h he e m incompa ibili
(Heise, 2021, p. 14 fn. 8). Heise (2021, p. 14 fn. 8) proceeds to formulate his own peculiar locution
in hich pa adigm a e incommen able e compa able nde clea l defined and ea onable
standards. I do not find this to have much of a resemblance to a Kuhnian understanding of
incommensurability.
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In ead of e amining K hn philo oph , o m e change i h P&W concerning its merits
in comparison to critical rationalism, Heise judges that the Cambridge Journal of Economics (CJE)
i no
he igh place fo a di c
ion of he philosophy and sociology of knowledge of Thomas
K hn and ha e o gh impl o di mi K hn philo oph a being
ag e and in need of
in e p e a ion (Hei e, 2021 p. 14). S ch in e p e a ion of K hn philo oph , ho e e , a e no o
be published in an economics journal which attempts to utilise it; Heise prefers that they be
p bli hed in a philo oph jo nal. Hei e pplemen hi j dgemen i h ano he : ha K hn
philo oph i mood (Hei e, 2021 p. 15). I mood na e ppo edl being illustrated by
Ma ga e Ma e man (1974) finding ha K hn The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1996)
con ained 21 diffe en defini ion of ha a pa adigm i .
However, what Masterman (1974) documented were the 21 different ways that Kuhn
(1996) el cida ed hi concep of pa adigm, no ing af e a d ha
no all he e en e of
pa adigm a e incon i en i h one ano he : ome ma e en be el cida ion of o he (1974, p.
65). I am not myself surprised that Kuhn was able to supply 21 elucidations of his paradigm
concept given the importance he attributed to it in his philosophy, so I am not inclined to dismiss
him fo ha ea on alone. Mo eo e , Ma e man p oceeded o ed ce K hn 21 el cida ion of
the paradigm concept to three main senses, one of hich he labelled, m ch like I did, he
ociological o (Ma e man, 1974, p. 65).
Be that as it may, my comment upon P&W pape
e ied i
ppo ed e of K hn
philosophy precisely because they elected to present their analysis as being based upon it and
the CJE decided to publish that claim. This is in line with the CJE declared interest in publishing
articles on methodological topics and inviting commentary. It seems to me that if philosophical
doctrines are incorporated into methodological arguments in a way that is inconsistent with those
very doctrines, then the advancement of learning will be poorly served if those arguments are
allowed to pass without comment simply on the grounds that the doctrines are philosophical. Nor
do I think such inconsistencies can be demonstrated without first explaining the doctrines. And it
seems to me that it would be churlish not to detail an alternative doctrine that eliminates the
inconsistency and advances the debate if one is readily to hand.
But more importantly to present purposes, I do not understand how Heise thinks his paper
can po ibl be an a emp o econcile (Hei e, 2021, p.12; p.18) P&W claims concerning their
e of K hn philo oph , i h m c i i e of ho e claim , gi en ha he i no even willing to
consider the content of those claims, or my critique of them.
To reiterate, I argued in my paper that P&W had no eal need fo K hn philo oph in he
compilation of their case against WGE and crucially that they did not actually use it in their
p po ed demon a ion of he pe io i of Ke ne
heo e ical
em o ha of WGE; h ,
there is nothing really for Heise to reconcile in the way that he claims.
What I think Heise is p opo ing i ha Ke ne
heo e ical
em and ha of WGE be
compared
ing Im e Laka o
(1974) Me hodolog of Scien ific Re ea ch P og amme
(MSRP). B he eem al o o
gge
ha Laka o
me hodolog of compa ing e ea ch
programmes be augmented with the idea that a research programme incorporates a o ld ie
o p e-anal ical i ion , o ha he
K hnian concep of incommen abili
be b o gh o
life: different paradigms are always (as a necessary and sufficient condition) incommensurable,
a

he a e ba ed pon diffe en

o ld ie

o pre-anal ical i ion
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in the context of a discussion of Lakatos, I do not claim to understand what Heise means by this.
M eading of Laka o i ha he ejec ed K hn no ion of incommen abili and ba ed hi
MSRP on research programmes being inconsistent with one another, but comparable (see for
instance, Lakatos, 1974, pp. 178-179). Such comparison to be conducted using his MSRP.
Mo eo e , Laka o (1974, p. 179) e plici l
i e of hi MSRP ha i
main a pec
ee
developed f om Poppe idea . Th , I
pec Hei e di c
ion of incommen abili in he
context of MSRP may simply be another instance of presenting the problem of incommensurability
as if it were real, while proceeding to discuss it as if it were not.
Where Heise does follow Lakatos (and the strictures of Kuhn) is in drawing inspiration
from the oft- epea ed claim ha Poppe neglec ed he D hem-Q ine p oblem: ha he empi ical
testing of a theoretical system only ever relates to a system of theoretical statements and never
one component part. A theory cannot therefore be falsified conclusively (the so-called na e
fal ifica ioni m ha bo h K hn (1974B) and Laka o (1974) o e abo ). Indeed, he epo of
an empirical test cannot be considered conclusive for the same reason. Consequently, according
to Lakatos, we need instead a more complex and sophisticated methodology for discriminating
be een e ea ch p og amme . Tha i , e need hi MSRP. C e Laka o
comple of label
requesting the identifica ion of a p og amme ha dco e of ip la ed a
mp ion , i nega i e
he i ic of lo al
o he ha dco e , he p o ec i e bel of a ilia h po he i ha ma be
surrendered, modified, and remodified to deflect a purported falsification, and he po i i e
he i ic fo p og e ing he e plana o
each of he p og amme e c. I am m elf cep ical
whether such conceptual proliferation can make the objective discrimination that Heise desires,
or that it transcends the insight that at every turn what a valid deductive inference offers us is not
a proof, but at best a choice between the truth of its conclusion and the falsity of one or more of
its premises (Notturno, 2000).
Fo in ance, if he ded c i e logic of a heo e ical
em
ppo edl p o e
ha
involuntary unemployment cannot exist, but we have empirical reports that it does, then are the
assumptions of the deductive system true? We may say that the real conditions are not as the
theoretical system demands, or that other special factors are exerting an influence, or that the
reports of involuntary unemployment misdescribe the real situation or mismeasure it. Some may
always prefer such explanations to entertaining the hypothesis that a treasured element of the
theoretical system is false. As Popper joked, there is no logical formula for intellectual honesty.
But this does not alter the feature of a valid deductive argument that matters; namely, it invites us
to use critical reasoning in the investigation of these explanations, just as it enabled the general
plan of Ke ne
a ack on he o hodo of hi da (Leon ief, 1949). And in in e iga ing he e
conjectures, for that is what they are, we may be as critical as far as our ingenuity may carry us.
Similarly, whatever we decide at each stage, our knowledge will remain conjectural even when it
seems able to withstand the critical barrage we may discover truth, but not with certainty.
Crucially, however, the normative interest of the critical rationalist attitude remains the discovery
of truth through the elimination of falsity and in the methodological rules that may assist in that,
and not in psychological or sociological comforts.
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Critical rationalist philosophers like W.W. Bartley III, David Miller and Mark Notturno have
made great efforts to restate and clarify these points; but equally, on my reading, the problem
identified in the Duhem-Quine theory was considered by Popper (2002) in his The Logic of
Scientific Discovery where he offered a methodological discussion of how an empirical science
o gh o e pond o i . Thi
a
mma i ed b Klapphol and Aga i (1959, p. 60) a
be
c i ical and al a
ead o bjec one h po he e o c i ical c in . Fo Poppe , he e a
not much more to be said than that, but that suggested attitude is very different to one that
develops and dogmatically defends research programmes for a panoply of extra-scientific
ea on . Sadl , i a no onl Ke ne
ho fell ic im o he Academ
endenc o igno e,
misinterpret and misrepresent the best of its critical thinkers. On Lakatos and Popper, see for
example Agassi (2021). But all that is another story.
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